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League Of Legends 

There are 2 parts of this proj-
ect I that was fully responsi-
ble for; the custom font 
and the team wordmarks. 
On top of that I worked 
alongside with the team on 
creating the artworks for 
battle flags for each national 
League of Legens teams.

LPL is the custom font for 
eSports game, League of 
Legend. The font was 
designed to be used in 
the league new branding 
alongside with customised 
wordmarks for 5 teams. 



INVICTUS GAMING
FUNPLUS PHOENIX
BILIBILI GAMING
ROGUE WARRIORS
OH MY GOD
VICI GAMING
SINO DRAGON
TOP ESPORTS
LN GAMING
TEAM WE

Scripts: 
Latin

Weights:
Ultra Black
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Character set



Layout example on jerseys and the league posters



*Note* These wordmarks were designed based on the design of the team logo, which 
was designed by another designer.  The logos are not yet published and is not allowed by 
the designer for other individuals to showcase in their portfolio.

Wordmarks for 5 teams; 

The brief was to design wordmarks of the team in full name for a specific 
use case where the logo is not preferred. The client had a request that 
the wordmark should be bold and playful, strong and fearless, while 
being fully readable and getting along with the new team logo.



Apart from the custom font and the 
wordmarks, I was also involved in 
making the battle flags artwork with 
the graphics team for 5 Chinese 
teams to be displayed in the LPL’s 
upcoming world cup competition.

I worked on the team logos and 
aimed to create a connection and 
consistency throughout the team 
artworks. I tweaked them and put 
them into a composition of the 
flags. There are 3 flags for each 
team in total, one with the word-
mark in the center and two with 
the logo in the center.   



Battle flags for Vici Gaming team in 2D and 3D versions.



Battle flags for Top Esports team in 2D and 3D versions.



Battle flags for Funplus Phoenix team in 2D and 3D versions.



Battle flags for Invictus Gaming team in 2D and 3D versions.



Battle flags for Oh My God team in 2D and 3D versions.



Hamburger

This project is to redesign the maga-
zine head for Hamburger magazine, 
the most popular teenage lifestyle 
magazine in Thailand. The brief is 
to catch the attention of the younger 
audience and to stand out on the 
newsstands. The design of the 
letters should look young and full 
of energy to fit the content and 
the magazine’s target group.



Layout analysis

H    A     M    B     U     R    G     E     R

The grey space indicates the height 
that the magazine head should fill up

There is limited space for each letter. 
Condensing the letters was the solution to 
fit the tweaked letters.



3 choices of outcome

Choice A: Upper-case looks more mature than lower-case as it distributes more sharpness and 
strength to the word. Nevertheless, the form allows some white space inside the word which  
reduces the density in the word, meaning that it can be not as outstanding as it should be. 

Choice B: Title-case looks younger than upper-case as forms contain more curvatures. Curvatures 
distribute softness and friendlier forms to the word. In the same time, in lower-case r takes out too 
much of the positive space. Consequently, the word is has lighter density and not preferable.

Choice C: Mixed-case letters fulfill the positive space throughout the word the most. This means the 
design distributes the darkest head, which is a requirement of the brief. Mixed case letters distribute 
both sharpness and softness to the word, makes it look mature+strong and friendly+young at the 
same time. The client eventually went with this choice as it met the requirements and was the sweet 
spot for their needs.



Example of the cover page with the new logo



Athiti

Athiti is a humanist san 
serif font, which the design 
feature is inspired by the 
trait of felt-tip pen. Athiti is 
a libre font included in the 
collection of Google Fonts 
library. The font supports 
two scripts, Latin and Thai.



How quickly daft jumping zebras vex
How quickly daft jumping zebras vex
How quickly daft jumping zebras vex
How quickly daft jumping zebras vex
How quickly daft jumping zebras vex
How quickly daft jumping zebras vex

เป็นมนุษย์สุดประเสริฐเลิศคุณค่า 
เป็นมนุษย์สุดประเสริฐเลิศคุณค่า 
เปน็มนุษย์สุดประเสริฐเลิศคุณค่า
เปน็มนุษย์สุดประเสริฐเลิศคุณค่า
เปน็มนุษย์สุดประเสริฐเลิศคุณค่า
เป็นมนุษย์สุดประเสริฐเลิศคุณค่า

Scripts: 
Latin/ Thai

Weights:
Bold/ SemiBold/ Medium
/Regular/ Light/ ExtraLight



Earlier afternoon, one of NASA’s astronaut, 
Mr. Randy Bresnik who is currently on the 
International Space Station tweeted that 
Harvey was still a menace! Hearts and 
prayers go out to families, all friends &  
fellow Texans dealing with this storm.  
Although it was downgraded the tropical  
storm shortly after making landfall and 

Last month's Great American  
Solar Eclipse generated both  
widespread media coverage  
and record crowds for towns  
and parks fortunate enough to  
lie within the path of the totality 

The pretty wispy cirrus cloud 
formation was the only thing 
that stood in the sunset view

My story begins with an effort to keep travel expenses 
to a minimum. ชั้นไฮโดรเจนในสถานะของเหลว Many eclipse 
chasers plan years in advance, and in various instances, 
long-distance travel is required. โมเลกุลไฮโดรเจนจะนั้นแยก
ออกเปน็อะตอไฮโดรเจน First solar eclipse experience took 
place in Egypt in 2006. The tour combined astronomies
with side trips to the Great Pyramids and other arche-
ological wonders. It wasn't cheap. My wife and I started 

FIRST SOLAR ECLIPSE EXPERIENCE
John Delaney is the former Assistant Director 
of Communications for the Bronx Zoo-based. 
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The font can be downloaded on Google font site



Gathers Together

Poster series promoting the project 
for a London-based artist, William 
Farr. The project asks people 
around the world to participate by 
sending pictures of a mix of found 
objects being held together in their 
hands, to create a small sculpture. I 
also created the example pages for 
a photo book to be released from 
the first year participators.  



All posters



Poster No.1



Poster No.2



Poster No.3



Poster No.4



Photo book cover



Example pages for the photo book



Photo book mockup



Fête De La Musique

Artwork/key visual for the music 
festival in Bangkok in 2016, run by 
Francaise Institute, one of the 
most active cultural hub owned by 
the French embassy in Thailand. 



The festival poster.



Artwork promoting the festival line-up.



Artwork for tickets, wristband and VIP/staff badges.



Other merchandising mockup.



Posters in outdoor.



Samsung

Sharp Sans Thai is the extension 
of Sharp Sans. The design is 
based on geometric shapes,  
according to Sharp Sans Latin 
structure. This font is specifically 
commissioned by Samsung  
Electronics to be used in their 
local advertisements in Thailand. 
 



The relation of Latin design and Thai design

Latin w/ Thai FoFun

Latin n/ Thai KorKwai

Latin S/ Thai RoRua

Latin e/ Thai AoAng



The example words of Latin and Thai together

SAMSUNG & GALAXY
smartphone 
electronics
ซัมซุง และ กาแล็คซี
สมาร์ทโฟน 
อิเล็กทรอนิกส์
SAMSUNG & GALAXY
smartphone 
electronics
ซัมซุง และ กาแล็คซี
สมาร์ทโฟน 
อิเล็กทรอนิกส์
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Jim Thompson

Jim Thompson is a renowned  
silk company in Thailand. The 
project was to redesign the logo  
by adapting the real signature  
of Mr. Jim Thompson himself, 
who is the founder of the com-
pany, into the actual design. The 
project’s basis was the exhaustive 
research that’s been made 
on his real signature and the 
printed materials of the brand.



Analysis of the old logo

not enough spacing

o is almost disappeared

Tight counter

not enough legibility
for o and m

} Overall, the stem weight 
is too thick. It distributes 
tight spacing and negative 
space, not enough legibility.

n is stretched

Top curves are slightly sharp

Good connection 
from J to i

Remarkable loop on top of T

Need more negative space for the inside element

 A loop at the end stroke of p

The top curve
is knotty

The left side of
p is a loop

Analysis of the real signature



Three final choices with minor differences for the client



The redesigned logo

The old logo

Note* The Jim Thompson signature logo is printed on merchandise products 
for instance pillow covers, bed sheets, handkerchiefs, t-shirt and blankets.



Saint Lauren

Helped the graphics team at Saint 
Lauren to explore how their new 
campaign designs titled “Self” can 
be applied in different ways. The 
artworks were analysed and se-
lected again by the Saint Lauren’s 
graphic team.



All variations
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foam Studio

Helped foam Studio, a design stu-
dio branched out from Zeitguised 
studio, based in Berlin with their 
logo.The project involved making 
the original logo more practical 
in use in terms of it’s refinement 
and consistency. The adjustment 
also covers the type classification 
part. It’s been tweaked in a way to 
reflect the studio’s modern visual 
presence and direction.



The adjusted logo

The old logo



 

 

An example showing the adjustment, modernising each letter. 

The short version of logo is also adjusted and thickened, as it is short than the full 
name and by thicken it will make it more apparent when used by itself, 





The new logo in use on foam Studio website



TDC 60th exhibition

A poster promoting TDC’s exhibi-
tion in Bangkok in 2014, which was 
a special year as it was the cele-
bration of 60th anniversary of TDC 
which stands for Type Director’s 
Club. This exhibition is a traveling 
exhibition that displays winner’s 
work of the TDC competition, 
based in New York. The exhibition 
travelled around to world.



TDC 60 exhibition poster



Type Walk 2014 

A poster promoting Type Walk in 
Bangkok in 2014. The key visual 
was also used on the t-shirt’s for 
the participants to wear. The event 
gets type experts to walk around 
the city with chatting about type-
faces in terms of it’s history, roots, 
it’s usage, technology, etc...



Type Walk 2014 poster



Type Walk 2014 t-shirt in-use



Valdarfer

Valdarfer is the name of the early  
Venetian Roman typeface
designed by Nocholas Jenson 
in the 15th century. It was 
originally made as a metal type 
and can be seen mostly in old 
bibles. The revival version of 
Valdarfer was a group project 
under the assignment of MA 
Typeface Design programme, 
The University of Reading. 



Sixty zippers 
were quickly 
picked from 
the woven 
jute bag.

Scripts: 
Latin

Weights and styles:
Regular



Ongum hyperbaton: urbem: quam dicunt 
Romam: edu iuuenen m�liboee. Stultus 
ego ide� ru�icus � ne feiu� Huic no�r� 
eutem Mantu�. Quo ide�ad qua Norther 
pofuit pronomine. Ut genus undelatinum 
ideft a quoteu� eros �iphea is agno� vult. 
Depellere ide� a lacte remouer bin anibus 
catolos fimiles fic matribus h�dos noram 
fic. parumagna foleba.Vult urbem. Roma 
non tanu magnudie die. Genere differre 
a c�teris ciuitatibus: � e�e eulut quedanh 
mundum: aut quoddam c�ddam in quo 
deum. C�fare u di im comparat cani catul 
um eul h�dum capell� magnitudin: gener 
is differetiam: Qui autem dictit leo maitor 

Qui autem dictit leo maitor 
e� cane facis: � magnitudi-
nis differentiam: ficut nunc 
de urbanismfecti. Putbam is 

Putbam inquit ante: ita Romam comperandam h�ni. Ongum 
hyperbaton: urbem: quam dicunt Romam: edu iuuenen m�li-
boee. Stultus ego ide� ru�icus � ne feiu� Huic no�r� eutem 
Mantu�. Quo ide�ad qua Norther pofuit pronomine. Ut genus 
undelatinum ideft a quoteu� eros �iphea is agno�. Depellere. 
ide� a lacte remouer bin anibus catolos fimiles fic matribus 

Genere differre a c�teris ciuitatibus: � e�e 
eulut quedanhmundum: aut quoddam c�d 
dam in quo deum. Ongum hyperbaton: ete



Valdarfer typeface from the early print



Valdarfer digital version

ongum hyperbaton : urbem : quam dicunt Romam ;: edu 
iuuenen m�liboee . Stultus ego. ide� ru�icus � ne feiu�
Huic no�r� . eutem Mantu�. Quo . ide�ad qua Norther
pofuit pronomine . ut genus undelatinum ideft a quoteu�
eros �iphea is agno�. Depellere. ide� a lacte remouer bin
anibus catolos fimiles fic matribus h�dos noram fic. paru
magna foleba. Vult urbem Roma non tanu magnudie die.
genere differre a c�teris ciuitatibus : � e�e eulut quedanh
mundum : aut quoddam c�ddam in quo deum C�fare u di
im comparat cani catulum eul h�dum capell� magnitudin :
generis differentiam : Qui autem dictit leo maitor e� cane
facis:� magnitudinis differentiam: ficut nunc de urbanism
fecti. Putbam inquit ante : ita Romam comperandam h�ni
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